Cerebral blood flow during spontaneous and cholinergically induced behavioral states in the sheep fetus.
The sleep-wake cycle has been studied extensively in both adult and fetal mammalian species with emphasis in different areas. Fetal studies have focused on characterization of behavioral states and responses to challenges such as hypoxia, and there have been relatively fewer studies that have investigated the control of fetal behavioral state. The objective of this study was to determine whether cerebral blood flow during cholinergically induced fetal behavioral states was similar to that during spontaneous fetal behavioral states in chronically catheterized near-term sheep fetuses. Injection of carbachol (1.25 microg) into the cisterna magna increased the duration of the subsequent low-voltage electrocortical epoch. Scopolamine infusion (0.3 mg) increased the duration of the subsequent high-voltage electrocortical activity epoch. Cerebral blood flow and oxygen delivery were higher during both spontaneous and carbachol-induced low-voltage/rapid eye movement behavioral state than during spontaneous and scopolamine-induced high-voltage/non-rapid eye movement behavioral state. Thus, pharmacologic manipulation of fetal behavioral state induced a state that resembled spontaneous fetal behavioral state both electrophysiologically and metabolically. This study shows that inducing extended periods of a desired fetal behavioral state is possible and that this method may be used to study their function.